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2017 was a year of reckoning for the entertainment industry. The #MeToo
movement rallied urgent calls for accountability that created headlines across the 
globe. Long ignored, endemic practices of sexual discrimination, assault, and
gender bias were in the spotlight. Industry-wide systems were not in place to
address such pervasive issues. Galvanized by Kathleen Kennedy’s call to action,
the entire industry came together to finally put an end to harassment and abuse.

With support from all of you, Kennedy, Anita Hill, Maria Eitel, Freada Kapor Klein, 
and Nina Shaw formed the Hollywood Commission to develop new, industry-wide 
worker safeguards and the structures that support those protections.

With 2023 well underway, we at the Hollywood Commission are grateful for your 
continued assistance. In the pages that follow, we hope you will see and agree that 
we are making progress in our collective fight.

It is truly inspiring to know that the entire industry has come together to make
entertainment a culture of safety, acceptance, equality, and accountability. It is
only together, through both our art and our lives, that we can change the world.

story oF us
“there is no pride of ownership
when it comes to preventing bias 
and harassment in the workplace. 
leaders in the entertainment
industry must draw on our
collective power to create more 
safe, inclusive and diverse
workplaces for everyone.”
- Kathleen Kennedy, Board of Directors, The Hollywood Commission



worKinG toGEtHEr to
CrEAtE systEmiC CHAnGE

17 PAnEls &
worKsHoPs

for nearly 1,000 industry
stakeholders on preventing abuse 
and creating cultures of respect 

with 20+ speakers and more than 
300+ attendees from partner
organizations

2 toolKits
with checklists, template policies, and 
FAQs for employers and workers to 
help build respect on set

on inclusion, bystander intervention 
strategies, and skills to address
unwelcome behavior 

880 worKErs
trAinEd

2,870 worKErs
suPPortEd

to receive access to an independent,
confidential platform to help create a 
safe, inclusive & equitable workplace

to create our roadmap

13,000+ worKErs
surVEyEd

5 yEArs oF
ProGrEss

in the fight against harassment 
and bias in entertainment

2 idEAs summits
4 roundtABlEs
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All of this work was accomplished 
with your invaluable support and 
influence. We are proud to work with 
more than 26 partner organizations 
that include the leading studios, 
networks, streamers, guilds, talent 
agencies and pillar companies that 
make up this diverse entertainment 
community. 

anita Hill, Chair & President,
The Hollywood Commission

Malia arrington, Executive Director, 
The Hollywood Commission

A mEssAGE From tHE CHAir & ExECutiVE dirECtor

Dear Friends, 

In this report, we will catch you up 
on the significant steps we have 
taken reflected in our activity from 
2018 through 2022 and outline the 
core initiatives for engagement and 
growth of the organization in 2023 
and beyond.

You will read about how over 13,000 
workers answered our call for
information with our entertainment 
surveys - the industry’s first and
largest culture and climate survey. 
We have reached thousands of
workers through our industry-wide 
summits, discussion roundtables, 
training programs, and production 
toolkits. 

With 2023 well underway, we are 
grateful for the chance to redouble 
our efforts to advance a culture of 
safety, acceptance, equality, and
accountability in this industry that 
has the power to influence the world.

Fueled by your generosity, 2023 
is our most ambitious year to 
date. We will publish our second 
survey results, launch a new
resource and reporting platform 
that will give new reporting
options to workers across
industry workplaces, and
develop Respect on Set™, a 
ground-breaking system
designed to fill the gaps with 
protections for workers on
independent productions.
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Developing a system to support resource-constrained
production companies in addressing workplace harassment
and abuse.

1
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Built an organization capable of delivering on its ambitious
mission alongside 26 of the most influential entertainment
organizations.

Heard from nearly 13,000+ entertainment industry workers to
create our data-driven roadmap.

Published a robust resource library for production companies
and workers, while creating and delivering innovative training
and workshops.

Launching a unique system to connect workers to resources
and reporting options.
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“The Hollywood Commission is
committed to a simple proposition:
that every individual employed in the 
entertainment industry (1) deserves to 
work in an environment free of bias and 
harassment; and (2) deserves an equal 
chance to display their talents.”
- nina shaw, Board of Directors, The Hollywood Commission
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mission
to lead the entertainment industry to a 
strong and equitable future by defining 
and implementing best practices that 
eliminate sexual  harassment and bias for 
all workers, especially from marginalized 
communities, and actively promote a
culture of accountability, respect, and 
equality.

Vision
an inclusive entertainment industry 
that is free of systemic bias and abuse.

integrity
respect
inclUsion & eqUity
accoUntability

GuidEd By
our VAluEs

5
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imPACt
EntErtAinmEnt industry surVEys
BuildinG issuE AwArEnEss
summits & roundtABlEs
PAnEls & worKsHoPs
trAininG
rEsourCEs

in tHis sECtion:
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idEntiFyinG tHE nEEd
Listening to Workers

why:what:
We are focused on reaching 
populations most vulnerable to 
discrimination and harassment. 

The data produced by the
2019-2020 Entertainment Survey 
provided a wealth of information 
and became the basis for our
signature training programs –
Inclusive Sets and Harassment-Free
Workplaces Training and Bystander
Intervention Training.  Real-world
experience, shared anonymously 
through the survey, informed the 
scenarios and curriculum
development that have made our 
training truly one-of-a-kind.  More
than 30 organizations and 1,885 
workers have been trained in
seminars to date.

what’s next:
We believe the best ideas for 
addressing harassment and 
bias come from the workers 
experiencing it — we must
continue to center the
entertainment workers we 
serve and elevate their voices 
to create positive change. 

Our 2019-2020 Hollywood
Entertainment Survey gathered 
input, concerns, and ideas from 
nearly 10,000 entertainment 
industry professionals in televi-
sion and film, commercials, live 
theater, music, broadcast news, 
talent representation, public rela-
tions and corporate settings. Our 
survey became the largest and 
most comprehensive assessment 
ever conducted within and by 
key constituents. 

We have launched our second
entertainment industry survey 
as a temperature check to help 
identify what progress has been 
made and where work still needs 
to be accomplished.

With expanded demographics 
and sectors, like gaming, this 
survey will build upon the 
learnings from the 2019-2020
survey to guide new resources, 
programs and opportunities for 
the Hollywood Commission.  

7

HEArinG From 10,000+ worKErs
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lACK oF ACCountABility
entertainment Workers perceive an absence of sanctions for
powerful Harassers

We asked respondents how likely it was that a person in a position of significant
authority or status – such as a high-profile producer, writer, actor, or musician –
would be held accountable for harassing someone with less authority or status,
such as an assistant.

rEsourCEs nEEdEd
Nearly every respondent identified a need for better understanding of reporting. 

unrEPortEd misConduCt
Workers who reported experiencing gender harassment, unwanted sexual attention,
or sexual coercion didn’t report because they think they won’t be believed, nothing
will happen, or they’ll be retaliated against. 

After experiencing harassment, bias, or abuse, few make use of formal reporting 
channels.

23% 

95% 

35% 

Just 23% of survivors
went to a supervisor.

only 35% of our sample 
believed it was very 

likely or somewhat likely 
that the harasser would 

be held accountable. 

8

Identified a need for 
better understanding 

of reporting.
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BuildinG issuE AwArEnEss
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idEAs summits
ExCHAnGinG idEAs & CollABorAtinG

idEAs 2019 + 129 PArtiCiPAnts
“What’s next: implementing paths to progress”
·  the role of general counsels in changing
   organizational culture
·  California Legislative Update: Retrofitting
   organizational responses to abusive conduct
·  the emotional costs We Don’t name: Why self care
   is crucial for Diversity & inclusion practitioners
·  strategies to build and protect a speak-Up culture
·  essential practices for Moving the needle on
   Hollywood Diversity
·  standing face-to-face with inequity’s tenacity
·  a Missing link in Workplace gender equity efforts

idEAs 2018 + 78 PArtiCiPAnts 
·  Workplace sexual Harassment: a question of culture
·  panel: the search for solutions — Why is it so hard to 
   eliminate sexual harassment in our professional space?
·  Update on legislative solutions
·  Diversity, inclusion, and respect in action
·  panel: Where Diversity Means inclusion
·  solution providers: new companies and new ideas

10
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roundtABlEs
4 roundtABlEs, 121 PArtiCiPAnts

wE ConVEnEd

2019: emerging practices in Diversity, equity, and inclusion

2019: lessons learned on sexual Harassment training in the production environment

2018: Diversity, equity, and inclusion practices

2018: Human resources practices

11
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PAnEls & worKsHoPs
17  panels and workshops 

947 participants

supporting, growing &
retaining Diverse talent

panel: power, bullying, and toxic
Workplaces in Hollywood

creating anti-racist
content & cultures

creating cultures of respect bullying: train-the-trainer

Dissecting High stakes change in
Diversity, equity, and inclusion

fireside chat with Dolly chugh and 
anita Hill: confronting bias

Production Specific Anti-Harassment/
abusive conduct training

Managing Workplace bullying building accountability for Diversity, 
equity, and inclusion

How organizational ombuds Help 
people and organizations

receiving a report: Do’s and Don’ts
for supervisors

Diverse teams, inclusive
environments: two-part Workshop

inclusion revolution with 
Daisy auger-Dominguez

conducting effective internal
investigations

attracting & Hiring
Diverse talent

Using a trauma-informed
approach to fair investigations

90% gained new knowledge and skills
77% learned tangible action steps to 

take back to their organization

12
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“The fact is, we won’t be able to fulfill our 
mission to lead the entertainment industry
to a strong and equitable future unless and
until all industry workers enjoy the same 
protections—safe, fair, and appropriate 
resolutions to complaints and effective
anti-bias training.”
- anita Hill, Chair and President, The Hollywood Commission

13
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Developed in 2021, this scalable and data-informed DEI, harassment prevention, and bystander intervention training can be adapted to 
meet compliance requirements for any U.S. based production. The training integrates bystander intervention techniques and unconscious 
bias training through the study of real-life scenario case studies. The training addresses the desire to create inclusive onset environments 
while still complying with state harassment laws.

inClusiVE sEts
& Harassment free Workplaces

The Hollywood Commission created a unique Bystander Intervention Training for the entertainment industry. Bystander intervention
focuses on providing accessible strategies and skills to address unwelcome behavior. Using data from the survey and targeted focus 
groups, every scenario explored is rooted in a real-world experience. Participants engage in open discussion with one another and the 
trainers through chat and breakout rooms. Our process asks participants to examine the dynamics and possible interventions in real-world 
entertainment scenarios.

BystAndEr intErVEntion

“our experience working with the Hollywood
commission - and in particular their bystander
intervention training - has been extremely
beneficial to us and our goals to create a safer
and more inclusive workplace in our industry.”
Matthew Wiseman, executive Director at bafta

of survey respondents 
said bystander training 

would be helpful

trAininG
More than 30 organizations have been trained in seminars to date.
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Confidential Guidance for
Entertainment Industry Workers 
The Hollywood Commission empowered 2,870 entertainment 
workers with a confidential, trusted way to report problems and 
get professional guidance by supporting access to tEQuitable – 
an independent, confidential platform.

15

tequitable
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EmPloyEr toolKit
With a limited number of employees and resources, implementing a system to address harassment and discrimination may 
seem unnecessarily complicated and expensive for small entertainment companies.

Our goal in preparing this toolkit was to make sure that no matter the size of the production, leadership has access to
state-of-the-art practices, resources, and guidance.

16

saMple Workplace conDUct policy

MiniMUM systeM eleMents iDentifies key coMponents
neeDeD to aDDress bias anD HarassMent

eMployer cHecklists:
  • Workplace Conduct Policy
  • Training
  • Reporting Systems
  • Investigation & Resolution
  • Anti-Retaliation Protocols

teMplate policies anD proceDUres to Manage 
HigH-risk sitUations:
  • Vendor Code of Conduct
  • Drugs, Alcohol, and Other Intoxicants
  • Social Media
  • Workplace Meetings

faq:
  • Regarding an employer’s legal responsibilities
  • Applicable laws and regulations
  • Definitions, including what constitutes a “workplace”
  • Clarifying legal standards for bullying and workplace fraternization
  • Discussing the intersection of criminal and civil law
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sExuAl HArAssmEnt

worKPlACE BullyinG

mAndAtory ArBitrAtion

rEsourCEs

Information about an employer’s legal responsibility to provide a workplace 
free from all forms of unlawful discrimination, harassment, and retaliation.

Specific information concerning an employer’s obligation to provide a
workplace free of unlawful sexual harassment and to take appropriate
action if it becomes aware of violations.

Answering questions about abusive behavior or bullying in the workplace.

Providing guidance to workers who have experienced misconduct about 
their reporting options.

Updates to laws in several states, including California and New York, about 
banning new contracts from containing mandatory arbitration clauses for 
sexual harassment.

Information to help workers understand post-employment non-disclosure 
agreements preventing disclosure of sexual harassment, discrimination,
harassment, or retaliation.

Emotional Support and Survivor’s Services, Helplines, Resources for Union 
Members, Legal Resources, and Referrals.

disCriminAtion And
HArAssmEnt

rEPortinG & AddrEssinG 
misConduCt 

non-disClosurE
AGrEEmEnt

worKEr toolKit
Designed to help workers learn more about their rights, reporting options and support resources. 

17
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Working with elle Magazine in 2022, we conducted a

limited survey and provided analysis for elle’s editorial 

team highlighting the five-year anniversary of #MeToo.

We found survey participants acknowledged a changing 

workplace culture, but with tempered optimism; they

did not consider the problem of workplace harassment,

discrimination, or abuse resolved. 

wHAt #mEtoo CHAnGEd in EntErtAinmEnt – 
And wHAt it didn’t

said Hollywood leaders place 
a “low” or ”medium” priority 

on addressing industry
sexual harassment.

believe new systems instituted
to address the problem are

somewhat better.

believe that colleagues
will rarely/never take

responsibility for
problematic behavior.

believe that moderate
progress has been made

in the last 5 years.

believe high-profile
harassers are more likely
to be held accountable

today versus five
years ago.

18
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tHE PAtH
ForwArd

rEsourCE & rEPortinG PlAtForm
rEsPECt on sEt

in tHis sECtion:

19



“It seems to me that the solution would include 
zero-tolerance policies for abusive behavior and 
a secure, reliable, unimpeachable system in which 
victims of abuse can report what’s happened to 
them with a confident expectation that action will 
be taken without placing their employment,
reputations, and careers at risk.”

- kathleen kennedy, 2017 ELLE’s Women in Hollywood event

20
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rEsourCE & rEPortinG PlAtForm

21

Launching with DGA, IATSE, WGA, Amazon and Netflix, the resource and 
reporting tool is an independent, centralized resource and reporting tool
for workers to:

•  Learn about their rights and find support
•  Create a personal time-stamped record
•  Chat anonymously with their union, guild, or employer
•  File a report with our unique “hold for match” system. This feature releases
    a report only after at two people complain about the same individual. 

The Hollywood Commission developed the resource and
reporting tool to provide workers with resources to understand

and respond to harassment, bullying, and abuse. 

94%

of entertainment workers lack sufficient guidance
to address workplace misconduct.
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rEsPECt on sEttm
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The Hollywood Commission will provide independent 
productions with tools and structures needed to address 
harassment, bullying, and abuse:

•  A ready-made code of conduct for productions
•  Training and education for workers and managers
•  A reporting mechanism for complaints
•  Independent third-party monitoring and resolutions.

100+
Low-Budget Productions Supported

50%
of workers did not know
how to report a concern.

Many independent production companies lack sufficient
resources to prevent and respond to misconduct. On
independent productions:
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FACEBooK
+60%

linKEdin
+17%

twittEr
+169%

100+mEdiA
ArtiClEs

44EVEnts
HostEd

33K uniQuE
PAGEViEws

in 2022

By tHE numBErs
GrowinG AwArEnEss & suPPort tHrouGH CAusE mArKEtinG

23
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We are fortunate to have forged the incredible aforementioned industry partnerships that have served as the 
financial backbone of the organization and our important work.

PArtnEr orGAnizAtions & suPPortErs

24
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tHAnK you For tHE yEArs oF GiVinG

2018
Alliance of Motion Picture and

Television Producers

Amazon

Directors Guild of America

International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees

NBC Universal

Netflix, Inc

Paramount Global

SAG-AFTRA

Teamsters Local 399

Teamsters Local 817

Television Academy

Walt Disney Co.

Warner Bros.

William Morris Endeavor

Writers Guild of America West

2019
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts

and Sciences

Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers

Amazon

Associations of Talent Agents

Creative Artists Agency (ICM
Partner)

Directors Guild of America

International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees

Live Nation

NBC Universal

Netflix, Inc

Paramount Global

SAG-AFTRA

Teamsters Local 399

Teamsters Local 817

Television Academy

Walt Disney Co.

Warner Bros.

William Morris Endeavor

Writers Guild of America West

2020
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts

and Sciences

Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers

Amazon

Directors Guild of America

International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees

NBC Universal

Netflix, Inc

Paramount Global

SAG-AFTRA

Sony

Teamsters Local 817

Television Academy

Walt Disney Co.

Warner Bros.

William Morris Endeavor

Writers Guild of America West

2021
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts

and Sciences

Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers

Amazon

Directors Guild of America

International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees

NBC Universal

Netflix, Inc

Paramount Global

SAG-AFTRA

Sony

Teamsters Local 399

Teamsters Local 817

Television Academy

Walt Disney Co.

Warner Bros.

Writers Guild of America West

2022
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts

and Sciences

Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers

Amazon

Directors Guild of America

ICM Partner

International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees

NBC Universal

Netflix, Inc

Paramount Global

SAG-AFTRA

Sony

Teamsters Local 399

Teamsters Local 817

Television Academy

Walt Disney Co.

Writers Guild of America West

Generous companies and foundations enable the Hollywood Commission to address discrimination and harassment in 
the entertainment industry. Your support makes our work possible.
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AnitA Hill
Board Chair & President

anita Hill is a University professor at brandeis University, Heller 
school for social policy and Management. she is also counsel to 
Cohen, Milstein, Sellers & Toll, a plaintiff’s law firm. The youngest 
of 13 children from a farm in oklahoma, Hill is a graduate of 
oklahoma state University and yale law school. she began her 
career in private practice in Washington, D.c. and worked at the 
U.s. education Department and equal employment opportunity 
Commission. In 1989, Hill became the first African American to be 
tenured at the University of oklahoma, college of law. Hill is the 
recipient of numerous awards, grants and honorary degrees. Her 
professional and civic contributions include chairing the Human 
rights law committee of the international bar association, and 
membership on the board of Directors of the national Women’s 
law center and lawyers for civil rights.

KAtHlEEn KEnnEdy
Board of Directors

eight-time academy award® nominee kathleen kennedy
is one of the most successful and respected producers and
executives in the film industry today. As President of Lucasfilm, 
she oversees the company’s three divisions: Lucasfilm, Industrial 
light & Magic, and skywalker sound. in 1992, she co-founded 
the production company The Kennedy/Marshall Company with
director/producer Frank Marshall, and in 1982 she co-founded 
amblin entertainment with Marshall and steven spielberg. 
altogether, kennedy has further produced or executive produced 
more than 70 feature films, which have collectively garnered 120 
academy award nominations and 25 wins. for much of the past 
20 years, Kennedy served as a governor and officer of the
academy of Motion picture arts and sciences and serves on the 
board of the new academy Museum of Motion pictures. she also 
sits on the boards of numerous educational, arts, and
philanthropic organizations.

ninA sHAw
Board of Directors

Nina Shaw is a founding partner in the entertainment law firm of 
Del shaw Moonves tanaka finkelstein & lezcano. Her practice 
is in the television, motion picture, and live stage area. a native 
new yorker, shaw was born and raised in Harlem and the bronx, 
educated in the new york city public school system and is a 
graduate of barnard college and columbia law school. among 
her clients are successful and award winning actors, writers, 
producers & directors as well as entrepreneurs and entertainment 
executives. she began her legal career in the entertainment
Department of the law firm of O’Melveny & Myers. Shaw has 
been a long-standing advocate for the education of girls and 
women, and is the recipient of numerous awards and
recognitions. she is currently Vice president of the board of
Directors of the independent school alliance for Minority
affairs. additionally, shaw is among the founding
organizers of time’s Up. 

BoArd oF dirECtors
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mAliA ArrinGton
Executive Director
Malia arrington is executive Director of the Hollywood commission on eliminating sexual Harassment and advancing
equality. in this role, she provides leadership in all of the organization’s activities, forging the solutions that will guide a fairer, 
safer industry for all workers. arrington has dedicated her life to advancing human rights and ethics. she joined the Hollywood 
Commission in November 2018 after serving as it’s Chief Operating Officer of the nonprofit U.S. Center for SafeSport. In that 
post, she helped lead an organization dedicated to protecting athletes from emotional, physical, and sexual abuse. earlier, 
arrington served as senior Director at the U.s. olympic committee, where she played a key role in developing safesport’s 
mandate and policies. arrington is also a board trustee of safe sport international, which is committed to expanding the 
tenets of safesport around the world. a graduate of emory University and the University of Virginia school of law, arrington 
came to the field after practicing law in Denver and serving as a Judicial Intern at the International Criminal Tribunals for the 
former yugoslavia and rwanda.

JuliA BElAnoVA
Program Coordinator
Julia Belanova is an artist and activist originally from San Francisco, California. She graduated magna cum laude from Harvard 
University with a B.A. in Theater, Dance, and Media. As an actor, Belanova recurs as Sasha on Mayans M.C. (FX/Hulu), and her
credits include Lisa Frankenstein (Focus Features), Sugar (Apple+), and Five Nights at Freddy’s (Blumhouse). Belanova is proud
to serve the Hollywood commission and help to build a safer, more inclusive entertainment industry for all workers.

mEEt our stAFF
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lilliAn riVErA
Dir., Research and Evaluation
With two decades of experience in capacity building and leadership, lillian rivera has dedicated her life work to creating
environments that celebrate our unique journeys. she has developed Diversity & inclusion strategies for a variety of
organizations, including the new york city Department of education, con edison, and fossil. she has developed trainings 
focused on system racism, implicit bias, gender inequalities, and intersectional perspectives. rivera also created a process for 
quantifying inclusion of LGBTQ+ youth of color within youth serving agencies in New York City and has overseen the
evaluation of services at Hetrick-Martin institute, leading the implementation of the agency’s database. rivera received her
bachelor’s degree in theatre and a master’s in public Health from rutgers University.

rAAnA simmons
Dir., Programs
raana simmons is a gender and safety expert focused on translating specialist language to manage programmatic and
government affairs priorities, developing trusted relationships, and delivering policy outcomes that meaningfully respond to 
public concerns. She has spent the last 15 years working in the gender-based violence field, including serving as a legislative strat-
egist to pass first-in-the-nation policies that advance survivor justice. Prior to joining The Hollywood Commission, Simmons led on 
the delivery of bloom, a web-based trauma support service for survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault, and harassment.
simmons holds a bachelor of science in communication with a concentration in public relations from the University of north 
florida, and a master’s degree in public administration with a dual concentration in program Management & policy Development 
and gender-based Violence from the University of colorado-Denver.

mEEt our stAFF
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